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ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE 0N MDTORPCAR LIGHTING

AND LIGHT SIGNALLING COMPONENTS

A literature survey.

Uno Ytterbom & Gabriel Helmers

Background

The quality of lighting and light signalling systems on motor-

cars has been considered not to fulfil the demands of today.

This seems to be valid for headlights and light signals as well

as for lamps. The reports of the Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspec-

tion Co. are one of several confirmations of such a statement.

For a long time, Sweden has claimed environmental demands on

lighting components in order to improve quality. From.an inter-

national point of view bad quality has not been regarded as a

main prOblem, but lately a change in attitudes has been notice-

able. At the May 1987 GTB meeting in Orlando a Swedish demand on

environmental tests was favourably received.

As a consequence, Sweden was requested to submit a proposal to

ISO and GTB. For this reason a project of the Swedish National

Road Safety Office: "Environmental influence on lighting compon-

ents" was initiated.

In this project, the role of the Swedish Road and Traffic

Research Institute was to carry out a literature survey and an

analysis of the state of lighting components of the car fleet.

This memorandum. is a report of the work and a brief summary of

what has been carried out in this subject field.
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A literature survey

Relevant literature has been searched for in the internationalo

databases IRRD, CQMPENDEX, SAE, TRIS and in the Institute s

database Roadline. Literature has also been searched for through

personal contacts with people working in this field.

The result of the literature search was quite meagre. The relev-

ant studies, which were foundin the field of lighting and light

signalling components are outlined below (in chronological

order), followed byanalyses and conclusions (page 13).

(The references are also listed in an Appendix.)

1) Zaccherini, F. and Ohlon, R.: Investigation of headlights

and lamps for asymmetrical light. The Swedish Institute for

Materials Testing. 1966 (In Swedish)

The result frdm this investigation shows lacking quality of the

tested products, difficulties in reaching the demands of valid

regulations and the necessity to examine samples from series

production to assure compliance with the approval test. The

investigation indicates that ~the regulations of the European

headlight system should be revised.

2) Owen, C. J., Trindal, H. 5., and Smith L. E.: Lighting

system.performance and the computer as a.maintenance tool.

USA, 1972.

This paper consists of three parts. The first part discusses

good and bad electrical wiring, its causes and effects, and the

means of elimdnating specific hindrances to good performance.

Several examples are cited to pinpoint practices that create

problems in the wiring system and to show how such problems can

be avoided.

The second part covers vehicular lighting systems: malfunction

and causes of failure, and ways of protecting the lighting
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system. The efforts of the industry associations to provide

quality and standardization are also discussed.

The final section.tabulates the results of data which have been

entered into a computer memory bank concerning maintenance costs

of the lighting system.

3) Control of the luminance intensity of rear lamps.

Dossier technique nr 73.14.60.80.001. union technique de

l autamobile du. motocycle, et dn cycle, Paris, France. (In

French)

The luminous intensity of rear position lamps, stop lamps and

direction indicators has been measured for a number of passenger

cars in traffic. The voltage of lamps has also been measured for

a small number of cars. The number of cars controlled, relating

to luminous intensity, is 319 and relating to voltage 74. The

controlled car models are mainly from 1967 to 1973. Measurements

were carried out with the motor turned off and after some rest,

so that the battery had a possibility to stabilize.

The results are given in tabular statements with histograms for

luminous intensity and voltage for rear lights, stop lights and

direction indicators. A distribution on models has also been

carried out and shows that for all three lighting functions the

values of intensity have increased approximately three times

from the model year of 1967 to 1973. This is not only considered

to be due to an effect of component age but also to better per-

formance of the component when new.
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4) Olson, Paul L. and.Mbrtimer Rudolf 6.: Analysis of Sources

of Error in Headlamp Aim. SAE technical paper 74 03 12, USA,

1974.

The article deals with problems associated with headlamp aiming

according to the American headlighting system, i.e: sealed beam

The sources of error mentioned are:

1. Headlamp tolerances at manufacture,

2. Vehicle tolerances at manufacture,

3. Aiming techniques and devices:

"The conclusion may be summarized by a quotation from the

authors: "The state-of-the-art in headlamp aim is so poor that

there are serious implications for headlamp design."

5) vulcan J.: Traffic safety - motor-car components - lighting:

The Swedish Institute for materials Testing; Report 1977:6

(In Swedish)

A report concerning the following problem areas:

m Survey of specifications concerning different lamp types,

w Survey of problems concerning service life,

- Specification of exterior parameters of primary importance to

service life,

= Service life of bulbs,

a Elimination of the risk of incorrect mounting of bulbs,

w Indication of defective bulbs,

= Accessibility and replacement of bulbs.
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6) vulcan J.: Elimination of risks of incorrect fitting at the

replacement of bulbs. The Swedish Institute for materials

Testing. Technical Report 1979:1 (In Swedish)

Lamps and headlights of car models from the model years 1978 and

1979 have been studied in order to find out whether the intended

function is fulfilled also when the bulbs have been replaced.

The main result is that the constructions of headlights and

signal lights are not satisfactory relating to the risk of

incorrect fitting at the replacement of bulbs. This result

indicates the shortages in existing regulations. As the location

and the fitting of the bulb are critical for the function of the

light the demands of the current regulations have to be more

stringent.

7) vulcan J.: Accessibility and replacement of bulbs.'The

Swedish Institute for' materials Testing. Technical Report

1979:10 (In Swedish)

Car models from 1978 and 1979 were studied.in terms of accessi-

bility and replacement of bulbs in headlights and signal lights.

Approximately 60 models of 17 different makes were studied. Some

10 models of older motor-cars were also studied in order to

survey the change of vehicle design in this respect over a

period of years. The study shows that there is quite a lot to do

in order to facilitate the replacement of bulbs. Some manufac-

turers have been much more successful than others. Easy accessi-

bility should be demanded.
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8) vulcan J.: and Ohlon R.: Service life of bulbs. The Swedish

Institute for Materials Testing. Technical Report 1979:13

(In Swedish)

The report contains both a list of bulb specifications concern»

ing the most common bulbs according to SAE and ECE, a survey of

the problems concerning service life, and performed bulb tests.

\ Available experimental results concerning service life of motor-

car bulbs are reported.

Test of service life of the most common types both according to

 

SAE and ECE. The test was carried out with a constant direct

current and was arranged in such a way that initially the light

flow was compared with a light flow at 75% of expected service

life. The initial light flow of bulbs of the same type varies

considerably for different manufactures. In some cases the

original light flows exceed the tolerance limits.

Vibration testing was carried out with full-range noise and

 

"high" reproducibility according to IEC. The test period was

three hours for each of the three main directions (of vibra

tions). The result is expressed in number of filament breaks.

Significant differences between manufactures were found for

certain types of bulbs.

9) Steel, J.: Improving truck lighting. Fleet owner v66 n? 1971

The author has collected information from different lamp and

light manufacturers on the improvement of reliability and

service life of their products. The paper deals with different

kinds of lights for heavy vehicles except headlights.

Concerning bulbs, the general opinion is that vibrations cause

an important part of the filament breaks. According to Robert

Vile at Westinghouse most fatigue breakdowns (up to 99%) occur

when the bulb is cold. This depends on the fact that tungsten is

a metal which is more brittle when cold than when hot.
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Improvements of bulbs will mainly be an increase in filament

supports and heavier filaments.

Improvements of lights in order to increase service life of

bulbs will be spring supports. One manufacturer though, means

that this might be harmful due to an increase in the trans-

mission of vibrations. As to the lights, the efforts are made on

the material in order to decrease the risk of corrosion. Phos-

phatized iron is to a great extent exchanged for stainless

steel, aluminium or plastics. Among the plastics Lexan and

Duramold are especially used for the light housings as they are

practically unbreakable.

For lenses, acrylic is almost prevailing but the use of Lexan

increases. The sealing of the lights has also been improved. In

some cases there are "0" rings between lense and light housing

and water proof cable entries.

10) De Brabander, L.: Photometric evaluation of headlights on

motor vehicles. Fonds d etudes pour la securité routiére.

Belgium 1984. '

The Belgian standard NBN L 20-001 on automobile headlights is

briefly commented on. The working principles of an objective

photometric tester are described. This instrument works in con-

formity with this standard allowing an automatic display of the

results.

The Belgian motor vehicle inspection stations where about 2,5

million inspections per year are performed, have been equipped

with this type of instrument since 1980. During the first two

years of operation the percentage of low beams with an aiming

error exceeding 1% has been reduced from 40 to 30%. It should

also be noticed that about 1% of the low beams could not satisfy

the standard even when being correctly aimed.
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11) Olson, P. L.: A.Survey of the Conditions of Lighting Equip-

ment on vehicles in the united States. SAE technical paper

85 02 29, USA, 1985.

Inspection of the vehicle lighting status at 20 different places

in the US. Totally, approximately 1,000 vehicles manufactured

between 1979 and 1984 were inspected.

The headlights were measured relating to aiming and degree of

dirt. The conditions of the signal and marker lights were

observed. The headlight aiming was often poor while the condi-

tions of the signal and marker lights were better. Differences

were observed relating to vehicle age and areas where inspection

was carried out regularly each year comparedto those areas

where such control was lacking. The lighting status was con-

siderably better in areas with annual control.

Vehicle age influenced both incorrect arming and function of

both side marker and signal lights. The proportion of vehicles

having correctly aimed headlights was 28% for vehicles manu-

factured in 1979, and 58% for vehicles manufactured in 1984.

12) Koivurova, K. and Forstén, L.: The condition of light equip-

.ment of cars, trucks and.motorcycles. Helsinki, Finland.

Report from.Liikenneturva 30/1985.

The report briefly describes the regulations valid in Finland

relating to headlights and their utilization.

The main part of the report is a survey of the state of lighting

of passenger cars, lorries, and motorcycles in Finland. The

study was carried out as a "roadside study" during the years

1979~1981. Passenger cars were inspected in five' areas in

October to November 1979, lorries in four areas in May 1981, and

motorcycles also in four areas in 1980 to 1981. All places for

inspection were situated outside built-up areas. The inspection

was carried out on parking lots that were sufficiently level for

the inspection of headlight aiming. Totally 1,199 passenger
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cars, 488 lorries and 132 motorcycles were inspected. Frequency

distributions were made for vehicle makes, vehicle age, and

headlight manufacture, and the distribution of halogen/no

halogen lamps.

' High beam illumination was measured at the maximum.point before

and after cleaning the headlights. Low beam.aiming and illumina-

tion were measured at the same maximum point as that of high

beam. A value exceeding 1 lux was classified as glaring.

Furthermore, defects of lamps, headlight glasses and reflectors

were observed. The conditions of rear lights and brake lights

were also checked.

The conditions of headlights were judged to be good for only 12%

of the passenger cars, 15% of the lorries, and 20% of the motor-

cycles. The intensity of the high beam was poor (below

16 lux/25 m) for 25% of the passenger cars, 15% of the lorries,

and 43% of the motorcycles. The dependence on age was signific-

ant, i.e. insufficient illumination was found for

12% of the passenger cars, not more than 2 years old and

50% of those exceeding 10 years,

- 7% of the lorries, not more than 2 years old and

36% of those exceeding 10 years,

- 30% of the motorcycles, not more than 2 years old and

60% of those exceeding 10 years.

Aiming errors were common. The headlights of approximately half

of the passenger cars and lorries and two thirds of the motor-

cycles were misaimed. The aiming was mainly vertically

incorrect. Mbtorcycles often had their headlights so loosely

fitted that they were possible to adjust by manual power.

Glaring low beam (exceeding 1 lux/25 m at the same point as the

maximum. value for the high beam) was found for one third of all

passenger cars and lorries and one fourth of all motorcycles.

Fifteen per cent of the passenger cars, 30% of the lorries, and
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20% of the motorcycles had deficient headlight reflectors or

glasses.

Brake lights and rear lights were mainly (94-96%) in good condi-

tion. Defective lamps were found only in 4-5% of the cars and

10% of the motorcycles.

13) Hitzemeyer, E. G., and De Cooker, J.: Headlamp aiming on

motor vehicles in production and, service - Current and

future outlook. SAE technical paper 87 00 66, USA, 1987.

This report mainly deals with the problem of headlight aiming in

production of passenger-cars at Volkswagen AG. Statistics from

the California Highway Patrol about misaimed headlights among

vehicles in traffic show a dramatic decrease in the number of

incorrectly aimed headlights of vehicles manufactured by VW

between 1973 and 1974 when a new light aiming equipment was

installed in the factory.

14) TiiV Auto-Report 87/88 '

Essen, BRD. (In German)

A summary is made of motor-car tests of 78 car models divided

into age categories of 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 years, i.e. totally

78x5=390 categories carried out by T V (Technische berwachungs-

Vereine). The number of vehicles in each category varied between

123 and 60804. Relating to lighting, the details inspected, were

headlight glasses/reflectors, headlight arming, position lamps,

stop lamps and direction indicators. Each car model is described

separately and the most frequent defects (only headlight

glasses/reflectors concerning lighting) are described both in

tabular statements showing vehicle age and also in running text.

Occasionally, there is an explanation why a specific detail has

got many remarks (more like a comment than an explanation). The

defects are described in the table as the proportion of vehicles

with remarks. There is a list of all 78 car models distributed

on the 5 age groups and 20 test points. The number of observed

defects due to lighting components sometimes show big differ-'
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ences between different models of the same age, even from the

same manufacturer. This can be interpreted as though it would be

possible to produce better quality lighting systems.

15) weak Points of Cars 1987

The Swedish. Mbtor Vehicle Inspection Company. Stockholm,

Sweden.

In a much similar way to the T V Autoreport, Weak Points of Cars

1987 summarizes the inspection results during the year 1987 for

different kinds of vehicles. The vehicle fleet is dominated by

passenger cars and, accordingly, the main part of this report is

devoted to this category of cars. The inspection results of 49

car models of various age are presented. The "communication

system? including headlamps, headlamp cleaners, rear lamps and

direction indicators was the category of equipment where most of

the defects were observed. During the financial year 1985/86

over 1,2 million passenger cars were observed to have defects in

the communication system. This means that more than four out of

ten cars inspected were found to have such defects. The fre-

quency of defects for two-year-old cars was 18%, for five-year-

old cars 31%, and for cars ten to twelve years old 60%. Cars of

the year model 1974 and later had very high frequencies of

defects because of defective headlamp cleaners (required in cars

of year model 1974 and later).

In addition to defective headlamp cleaners there were often

remarks on headlamp aiming and light distribution, registration

plate lamps, presence lamps and stop lamps.
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1 6) Schmidt-Clausen, H-J.: Leuchten- und Scheinwerfer berpr fung

hm Verkehr. Deutsche Kraftfahrtforschung und Strassenver

kehrstechnik. Heft 297. VDI Verlag. Danmstadt BRD 1987. (In

German)

Photometric data of vehicle lighting were measured at the TUH

(Technische berwachung Hessen) and in the streets in the area

of Darmstadt.

The number of cars controlled in the laboratory and in the

streets was 600 and 100, respectively. The cars controlled were'

year models from 1970 to 1982. Low beam as well as high beam

were measured. Measurements were made on the points BSOL, E75R

and HV. The aim of the low beam was also determined. Concerning

signal lamps the front and rear direction indicator lamps, the

front position lamps, and the rear fog lamp were measured. The

axial luminous intensity was chosen as main photometric data.

Theoretical and attained luminous intensities were compared

according to regulations. Furthermore, the light intensity was

studied in different operating conditions of the engine. The

author has not drawn any conclusions about possible environment-

al influence of the lighting and signalling equipment.

17) Alferdinck, J.W.A.M. and Padmos, P.: Influence of dirt, age

and, poor aim. on glare and illumination intensities of car

headlamps in practice. CIE, venezia, 1987.

Luminous intensities of low beam car headlamps directed towards

the eyes of oncoming drivers (glare intensity) and towards the

right roadside (target illumination) were measured on a total of

404 cars. Standard directions for glare (HSOL) and target illu-

mination (75R and 50R) were the points of measurements. Of the

total number of cars, 354 were measured in the streets and 50 in

the laboratory.

- 87% of the headlamps have a glare intensity above the regu-

lation. Major causes were dirt and age.
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w 82% of the headlamps have a target illumination below the'

regulation. The major cause was low arming.

Ten new headlamp units, of different makes, and ten new bulbs (5

conventional and 5 halogen) were also measured for all 50

possible bulb-headlamp combinations. It is remarkable that even

20% of these combinations do not meet the regulations.

18) De Brabander, L.: Discussion on lightbeam cut-off defini-

tions. Institut superieur de la securité routiére a.s.b.1.

Belgium 1987.

The conditions for correct visual aiming of a headlight are dis-

cussed. The contrast threshold of the eye depends on the lumi-

nance level. If a distant screen or an optical apparatus is used

this may result in differences in aiming due to differences in

luminance level. This is also confirmed by practical tests where

shifts between 0 and S mrad were found, depending on the sharp-

ness of the the cut-off. The variation of the luminance gradient

in the vicinity of its maximum.can indeed be very different from

one case to another.

Analysis and conclusions.

 

It is necessary to know the performance of new lighting systems

and parts as a basic measure in order to evaluate performance

due to time in service. There is no study in the literature

surveyed above where the performance of the lighting equipment

is measured when the vehicle is new compared to the performance

after periods of exposure to normal conditions of use.

One way to overcome this problem is to assume that the lighting

equipment, when new, was in agreement with the regulation

referred to by the approval number of the component. But several

studies, some are referred to above, show that a significant

proportion of new parts does not fulfil the demands of the regu-

lations. Another difficulty is that parts are collected into a
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system. of the vehicle. The performance of the system is more or

less unknown even for new vehicles.

Consequently, there is a strong need for measurements of system

performance of new cars which can be related to identical

measurements for vehicles in service. One example of improve-

ments of vehicles leaving the factory which are shown to improve

the performance on the road is the headlamp adjustment equipment

introduced by VW.

One main conclusion of the literature survey is that headlights

always obtain a high frequency of functional remarks. Most of

these remarks belong to the following categories: misaiming, too

A much glare in the directions towards opposing drivers, too

little light in the directions towards targets on the road curb,

etc. Functional remarks as well as remarks on the physical con-

dition of the headlight components are rapidly increasing in

frequency with age in traffic.

Generally, the vehicle signal lights have much less remarks than

the headlights. The apparent reason for this fact is that head-

lights must fulfil conflicting demands and therefore have much

narrower limits of desired performance.

Headlight misaimdng on new as well as on old cars is a serious

problem which cannot be solved without putting very strict per-

formance criteria on the vehicle as a platform of the head-

lights. This means that the vehicle should keep a correct aiming

over time independent of vehicle load.

The final main conclusion of the literature survey is that most

reports indicate that there are large problems concerning the

performance of the vehidle lighting components. But what is

missing is often a thorough analysis of the sources of the

problems or how the problems should be overcome. Consequently,

there is a strong need for future research in this area -

research which should answer these questions.
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